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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Throughout its history and despite its small
size, Lebanon has repeatedly taken on the role
of host country for migrant populations fleeing
conflicts and massacres, such as Armenians,
Palestinians and more recently, Syrians. Their
reception and status have differed according to
the respective national, social and geopolitical
contexts.
The UNHCR especially emphasizes the dignity
and safety dimensions of these voluntary
returns.1 In this regard, this report aims to
highlight the scope and conditions under
which returns have taken place to date, as
well as the different aspects of the refugees’
living conditions in both countries of refuge
and origin, and distances these aspects from
the political and official recent speeches.
Moreover, by identifying the multiple push and
pull factors that influence Syrian refugees’
decision making process to stay in Lebanon or
go back to Syria, we will be able to determine
the compatibility of the stakeholders’ behaviour
with the national and international legal texts.
To examine the main challenges and reasons
influencing decisions of Syrian refugees to
return to Syria or to stay in Lebanon, the
methodology adopted for this report is dual
as it is based on both theoretical and practical
approaches. The theoretical approach includes
a literature review which encompasses
scientific articles, news articles, books, reports
and surveys. 2 As for the practical approach, a
series of interviews were conducted in June
2021 with ten Syrian refugees (five women
and five men) currently residing in Lebanon.
1

UNHCR, ‘Sixth Regional Survey on Syrian refugees’ perceptions
& intentions on return to Syria’ (2021), available at: https://data2.
unhcr.org/en/documents/details/85739.
2 JUNGE V. et al., ‘Determinants and consequences of internal return
migration in Thailand and Vietnam’ in World Development vol. 71
(2015), p. 94-106; DUSTMANN C. & WEISS Y., ‘Return migration:
Theory and empirical evidence from the UK’ in British Journal of
Industrial Relations vol. 45(2) (2007) 236-256.

There are multiple legal resources that
regulate the situation of Syrian refugees,
aiming to provide them with humane and legal
protection in the midst of the challenging
circumstances they face. These are observed
through the International laws, Lebanese law
and Syrian law.
“Anywhere in the world, I would go anywhere
in the world just to see my children safe!”
said Mohammad. Factors that motivate or
prevent refugees’ return are numerous both in
Lebanon and Syria. Push and pull factors are
developed for multiple thematics: safety and
security, housing and property rights, services,
economic and livelihood opportunities and
social tensions and divisions.
The vast majority of Syrian refugees in
Lebanon are stuck in limbo as they do not
have access to any of the durable solutions
promoted by UNHCR, be it safe, voluntary and
dignified return, local integration in the host
country or resettlement to a third country,
while conditions around them deteriorate.
It is crucial to emphasize Lebanon’s obligations
under the international covenants that it signed
and/or endorsed, and that the international
community assume greater responsibility
for Syrian refugees than it currently does.
Recommendations revolve around improving
the conditions of displacement in the host
countries, the responsible returning process
and the international community’s shared
responsibility.
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INTRODUCTION
Throughout its history and despite its small
size, Lebanon has repeatedly taken on the role
of host country for migrant populations fleeing
conflicts and massacres, such as Armenians,
Palestinians and more recently, Syrians. Their
reception and status have differed according to
the respective national, social and geopolitical
contexts. 3

4

In other words, the different management of
migratory phenomena can be put in perspective
with the process of building the Lebanese
state, from the Ottomans’ rule to Lebanon’s
independence, now shaken by a deep political
and institutional crisis. Since the beginning
of the Syrian civil war in 2011, 6.6 million
Syrians have been forced to flee their country
and 6.1 million, still in Syria, have lost their
homes as they became internally displaced
persons (IDPs). 4 As a direct consequence of
this unrest, Lebanon currently hosts the eighth
largest refugee population in the world in
absolute numbers, and the first largest number
of refugees relative to its national population
with 1.5 million Syrian refugees in its territory
at its peak in 2015. 5
However, as the country has neither ratified
the 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the
Status of Refugees (GC) and its 1967 Protocol,
nor enacted an administrative and legal asylum
regime, refugees from the Syrian civil war on
its territory are not recognized as such, facing
a situation of legal insecurity.6

3

Sfeir Jihane, ‘Le Liban, pays de refuge. Généalogie des réfugiés

arméniens, palestiniens et syriens (1915-2015)’, in Relations
internationales, N 172 (2017), p. 39.
4 UNHCR, ‘Syria Refugee Crisis explained’ (February 2021) Syria
Refugee Crisis Explained (unrefugees.org) accessed on 15 February
2021.

5

Amnesty International, ‘Questions et réponses. Pourquoi le retour

de réfugiés en Syrie depuis le Liban est-il prématuré ?’ https://www.
amnesty.org/fr/documents/mde18/0481/2019/fr/ accessed on 25
January 2021.

6

Janmyr Maja, ‘Precarity in Exile: The Legal Status of Syrian Refugees

in Lebanon’, in Refugee Survey Quarterly (2016), p. 58.

“Inshallah!”7 answered Nabil, 56, (personal
communication, June 23, 2021) when we
asked him if he was thinking of returning to
Syria. Today the Syrian regime, backed by
Russia and Iran, has regained control over
several areas such as Daraya, the Eastern
Ghouta or the southern region and seems to
have emerged militarily victorious from the
conflict.8 However, the fighting in the northwest
continues as the Idlib region remains outside
of Assad’s regime control and the removal
of the United States forces from the border
with Turkey left the northeast volatile.9 Given
this new occupational situation in Syria, its
government issued a call for refugees and
IDPs to return home,10 and many international
actors and countries are discussing this
possibility. 11
For instance, Denmark and Sweden have
recently begun to reconsider the protection
they have granted to Syrians. It is increasingly
common for host countries to encourage or
compel refugees to return.12 In this regard,
the Syrian government held a Russia-backed
conference in Damascus on November, 2020
in order to discuss and launch a large-scale
return project of Syrian refugees to Syria.
This initiative, which did not address causes

7 Meaning “God willing” or “Hopefully”.
8 Syrian Network for Human Rights, ‘The

Syrian Regime Prevents
Hundreds of Syrians from Returning from Lebanon to Their Homeland’,
(2020) available at: https://sn4hr.org/blog/2020/09/09/55433/, p. 2.
9 WPR, ‘The Syrian Civil War’s Never-Ending endgame’, (The World
Politic Review – 6 August 2021) https://www.worldpoliticsreview.com/
insights/28041/the-syria-civil-war-might-be-ending-but-the-crisiswill-live-on accessed on 6 October 2021.
10 AP, ‘Syrian Government Calls on Refugees to Return Home’
(Associated Press – News, 3 July 2018) Syrian government calls on
refugees to return home (apnews.com) accessed on 15 May 2019.
11 VIGNAL L., ‘Perspectives on the Return of Syrian Refugees’ in
Forced Migration Review vol. 57 (2018), p. 69.

12

HORST C. and NUR A. I., ‘Governing mobility through
humanitarianism in Somalia: Compromising protection for the sake
of return’ in Development and Change vol. 47(3) (2016), p. 542.

of displacement, nor barriers to return,
gained very little support from the West, as
the European Union (EU) and Washington
boycotted the conference.13
However, for the first time since 2011, Lebanon
sent a representative, the Minister of Social
Affairs Ramzi Musharrafieh, to Damascus to
attend the conference alongside several other
countries that maintain their relations with
Syria including Iran, and China.
During this conference, Musharrafieh
announced that the Lebanese government
had approved a plan of return for Syrians,
which would be implemented by the Lebanese
General Security Organization (GSO) in
coordination with its Syrian counterpart. This
plan however demonstrates a serious lack of
transparency by the Lebanese government,
as it has not yet been officially presented,
nor is it based on a consultative process
involving protection and civil society actors
or displaced Syrian nationals. Its main aim
is the removal of obstacles to departures
and the implementation of facilities that will
encourage “displaced Syrians” – framed as a
threat to Lebanon’s public security and safety
– to leave the country. The plan also involves
a greater control by the Lebanese authorities
over international organizations, requiring
that part of the aid be directed to return and
resettlement, rather than to protection, access
to services and durable solutions in Lebanon.14
Musharrafieh argued that the plan would be in
line with international standards and appealed
for the dissociation of the return plan from a
political solution to the Syrian conflict.15
13

OLJ, ‘A Damascus conference seeks to promote Syrian refugee
returns. Here's why they've stalled’ (L’Orient Today –
News, 11 November 2020).
https://today.lorientlejour.com/article/1240459/a-damascusconference-seeks-to-promote-syrian-refugee-return-efforts-hereswhy-theyve-stalled.html accessed on 28 January 2021.
14 Ministry of Social Affairs, (2020), Policy Paper for the Return of
Internally Displaced Persons.
15 OLJ, ‘A Damas, le Liban réclame un retour des réfugiés
indépendamment d’une solution politique au conflit’,
(L’Orient-Le-Jour – News, 11 November 2020)
https://www.lorientlejour.com/article/1240475/a-damas-le-libanreclame-un-retour-des-refugies-independamment-dune-solutionpolitique-au-conflit.html accessed on 29 January 2021.

It is estimated that acclaimed self-organised
returns to Syria number 267,170 between
2016 and 2020.16
Regarding refugees in Lebanon, before the
outbreak of COVID-19 and the closure of
the border with Syria in 2020, the number of
returns was rising due to the worsening living
conditions. The year 2019 constituted a peak
with 22,728 returns leading to a total of 53,282
returnees from Lebanon since 2016. By the end
of 2020, the United Nation High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR) recorded 62,633 selforganized refugee returns,17 showing that
only 9,351 Syrians travelled during that year.18
However, those numbers are most likely
underestimated as many Syrians are believed
to have used unofficial channels to go back
to Syria. Regarding the political dimension of
these returns, President Michel Aoun and other
political groups such as Hezbollah, which are
both allied with the Assad regime, speak of
“safe” returns,19 while their opponents, as well
as the United Nations, insist on the “voluntary”
nature of the returns.20 The UNHCR especially
emphasizes the dignity and safety dimensions
of these voluntary returns.21 In this regard,
this report aims to highlight the scope and
conditions under which returns have taken
place to date, as well as the different aspects
of the refugees’ living conditions in both
countries of refuge and origin, and distances
these aspects from the political and official
recent speeches. Moreover, by identifying the
multiple push and pull factors that influence
Syrian refugees’ decision making process to
stay in Lebanon or go back to Syria, we will
be able to determine the compatibility of the
stakeholders’ behaviour with the national and
international legal texts.
16

UNHCR, ‘Operational Portal, Syria Regional Refugee Response:
Durable
Solutions’
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/syria_
durable_solutions accessed on 25 January 2021.
17 Ibidem.
18 OLJ, ‘A Damascus conference’, review Footnote N. 11.
19 TDS, ‘Aoun urges ‘safe, not voluntary return’ of refugees to Syria’
(The Daily Star – News, 26 July 2017)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Lebanon-News/2017/Jul26/414055-aoun-urges-safe-not-voluntary-return-of-refugees
-tosyria.ashx accessed on 28 January 2021.
20 OLJ, ‘A Damascus conference’, review Footnote N. 11
21 UNHCR, ‘Sixth Regional Survey on Syrian refugees’ perceptions
& intentions on return to Syria’ (2021), available at: https://data2.
unhcr.org/en/documents/details/85739.
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1 METHODOLOGY

2 FACTORS OF

To examine the main challenges and reasons
influencing decisions of Syrian refugees to
return to Syria or to stay in Lebanon, the
methodology adopted for this report is dual
as it is based on both theoretical and practical
approaches.

During the Brussels IV Conference on the
Future of Syria and the Region in 2020, the
co-chairs declaration by the EU and the
UN emphasized that “return is a right to be
exercised based on an individual’s free and
informed decision. Support should be guided
by refugees’ needs, views, concerns and
decisions, based on accurate and factual
information”. The declaration elaborates that
“maintaining assistance levels and access to
protection, livelihoods and services in host
countries is a key component in enabling a
voluntary decision by refugees to return, free
from push factors”. 24

The theoretical approach includes a literature
review which encompasses scientific articles,
news articles, books, reports and surveys.22
As for the practical approach, a series of
interviews were conducted in June 2021 with
ten Syrian refugees (five women and five men)
currently residing in Lebanon. All interviews
were based on the same questionnaire, which
develops closed and open-ended questions.23
Questions aim to reveal the temporality of
arrival to Lebanon, the situation in the country
and the possibility and process of return
to Syria. Some answers were limited with
multiple choice questions where options were
articulated around the structure of the report
according to its sections. Others were open
to further elaborations by the interviewees. All
interviews were conducted through the phone
due to the pandemic, in Arabic (and later
translated to English) and lasted between 15
and 30 minutes. The interviews’ results were
identified as qualitative and quantitative and
added mixed value to the report. Throughout
the report, nicknames are used to refer to
interviewees (not real names) in order to
guarantee their protection and safety and to
abide by the “Do No Harm” principle.

CONCERN

“

89% of Syrians in Lebanon
do not plan to go back to
Syria the next year.

A survey conducted in 2021 by UNHCR
highlighted that 89% of Syrians in Lebanon do
not plan to go back to Syria the next year.25
However, another survey showed that 86% of
them hope to return to their homeland one
day.26 At the Damascus conference, President
Assad considered the Western sanctions
to be the main obstacle to this return by
“depriving the country of the simplest means
for reconstruction”.27 Nevertheless, various
so-called ‘push and pull’ factors have been
identified in both Lebanon and Syria. Whereas
the cessation of hostilities within certain

22

JUNGE V. et al., ‘Determinants and consequences of internal
return migration in Thailand and Vietnam’ in World Development vol.
71 (2015), p. 94-106; DUSTMANN C. & WEISS Y., ‘Return migration:
Theory and empirical evidence from the UK’ in British Journal of
Industrial Relations vol. 45(2) (2007) 236-256.

23 Questionnaire in annex.

24

“Brussels IV Conference on ‘Supporting the future of Syria and
the region’: co-chairs’ declaration”, 30 June 2020, Council of the
European Union.
25 UNHCR, ‘Sixth Regional Survey’, review Footnote N. 19.
26 American University of Beirut, ‘The Long Road Home: Challenges
Facing Refugees Returning to Syria from Lebanon’ https://www.aub.edu.
lb/ifi/Documents/publications/infographics/2019-2020/20200221_
challenges_facing_refugees_retur n.pdf accessed on 29 January 2021.
27 The World Bank, The Mobility of Displaced Syrians: An Economic
and Social Analysis, 2019, p. 11

parts of Syria is conducive for the return of
displaced Syrians, it may not, per se, be a
sufficient condition.28 Indeed, despite the
harsh conditions faced by refugees in Lebanon,
which are exacerbated by the financial crisis
and the COVID-19 pandemic amongst other
phenomena, the Syrian Network for Human
Rights (SNHR) concluded that an estimate of
12% of Syrians in Lebanon have returned to
their home country. However, this ratio is the
highest among all the countries from which
Syrian refugees returned. 29
Returns from Lebanon take many forms. First
of all, in 2018, the GSO began organizing
returns to Syria, concretizing a bilateral
agreement reached between the Lebanese
and Syrian governments, and presenting
these returns as voluntary. In October 2021,
the UNHCR made a statement: “At the end
of a two-day visit to Lebanon, UN High
Commissioner for Refugees Filippo Grandi
urged the international community to scale
up its support to the Lebanese people and the
refugees they host.” 30 This return process,
by early 2020, had led to the return of more
than 20,000 Syrians. 31 The GSO explains that
requests for refugee returns are collected at
the registration offices it operates throughout
the country, or at the offices of political parties
where the “voluntary” nature of the returns is
authenticated. A list of refugees is thereafter
drawn up and sent to the Syrian authorities to
ensure that they are not wanted for arrest. Then
the GSO arranges bus transport to the border
where Syrian authorities have to approve the
list of returnees. 32 If a name is on a blacklist,
then a “reconciliation” procedure is possible
with committees of officers representing
the regime’s security branches. However,
given that the Syrian intelligence services are
28 The World Bank, The Mobility of Displaced Syrians: An Economic

and Social Analysis, 2019, p. 11
29 UN High Commissioner for Refugees Urges Support for Crisis-Hit
Lebanon, UNHCR, October 2021,
https://www.unhcr.org/news/press/2021/10/6169b4f74/un-highcommissioner-refugees-filippo-grandi-urges-support-crisi
s-hit-lebanon.html, consulted in December 2021.30 Syrian Network
for Human Rights, ‘The Syrian Regime…’ (cited work), p. 4.
31 OLJ, ‘A Damascus conference…’.
32 Amnesty International, ‘Questions et réponses…’ (cited work), p. 3.

divided into at least five services (the Military
Intelligence, the Air Force Intelligence, the
National Security Office, the Political Security
Division, the General Intelligence Directorate)33
and do not coordinate in practice, obtaining
a formal clearance or reconciliation before
returning to the country is not an absolute
guarantee of safety from arrest and
detention.34 For example, despite a prior
reconciliation agreement, prominent human
rights defender and torture survivor, Mazen
al-Hamada, was arrested and subjected to
enforced disappearance immediately after
arriving at Damascus airport in February
2020.35 Furthermore, according to the UNHCR,
it does not have enough time or means to
determine before the collective returns are
organized whether the decisions were made
freely or not.36 This facilitated return process
stopped in 2020 because of the pandemic but
started again in May 2021.

“

The Directorate General
Security deported 6,000 Syrian
refugees to Syria between May
2019 and late 2020

In parallel, Lebanese authorities have also
created a legal framework to actually deport
Syrian refugees to Syria. The General Director
of the General Security (GDGS) took a decision
of deporting Syrians who irregularly entered
Lebanon after 24 April 2019 37.
33 HRW, ‘Torture Archipelago: Arbitrary Arrests, Torture, and Enforced

Disappearances in Syria’s Underground Prisons
since March 2011’, (Human Rights Watch – News, 3 Jul 2012),
Arbitrary Arrests, Torture, and Enforced Disappearances
in Syria’s Underground Prisons since March 2011 | HRW accessed on
20 September 2021; The Syria Justice and
Accountability Centre (SAJC), ‘Walls have ears: An Analysis of Classified
Syrian Security Sector Documents’ (2019), p.9.
34 Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian
Arab Republic, A/HRC/43/57, (2020), pp. 10s.35 OLJ, ‘A Damascus
conference…’.
35 Atieh N., (2020), ‘Mazen Al-Hamada Disappears “under Mysterious
Circumstances” after Returning to Damascus’.
Syria Direct.
36 EuroMed, ‘Return Mania. Mapping policies and practices in the
EuroMed region’ (2021), p. 16.
37 General Director of the General Security Decision No. 43830 of
13/5/2019.
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This decision creates a high risk of refoulement
as it allows for expulsion orders to be issued and
executed on the basis of a simple verbal order
from Public Prosecution, without any judicial
review and without procedural guarantees for
the persons concerned.38 Under this order, the
Directorate General Security deported 6,000
Syrian refugees to Syria between May 2019
and late 2020. 39 ACHR also documented at
least 42 cases of arbitrary deportation during
2019, of which seven were subjected to arrest
and torture by the Syrian authorities upon
their return to Syria, while it was impossible
to verify their conditions post-deportation of
the others.40 The latest expulsions took place
on 1-3 June 2021, as the Lebanese authorities
deported at least 16 individuals to Syria,
including five people who were turned back by
Cyprus in mid-May 2021. 41

88

In addition, Syrian authorities issued several
arbitrary decisions in 2020 on readmission
to the territory that violate the right of Syrian
citizens to return to their country. In particular,
they sealed the Syrian-Lebanese border in
March, then reopened it in April, but only for
Syrians with a residence permit in Lebanon and
imposed the highest passport fees globally,
ranging from $300 to $800 per person to be
paid in cash, which means the amount should
be exchanged from Lebanese Lira at the black
market rate.42 Aside from these parameters,
the voluntariness of returns depends on both
the conditions in the country of origin (calling
for an informed decision) and the situation
in the country of asylum (permitting a free
choice). 43
38

EuroMed, ‘Return Mania. Mapping policies and practices in the
EuroMed region’ (2021), p. 17.25 UNHCR, ‘Sixth Regional Survey’,
review Footnote N. 19.
39 Amnesty International, ‘“You’re going to your death” - Violations
against Syrian refugees returning to Syria’, (Amnesty
International, 7 September 2021).
40 ACHR, Report on Arbitrary Deportation of Syrian Refugees in
Lebanon (2019), available at: https://www.achrights.org/wp-content/
uploads/2020/08/ACHR-Deportation-Report.EN1-1.pdf.
41Access Center for Human Rights (Wousoul), ACHR, ALEF, CLDH,
KISA, EuroMed Rights, ‘Pushbacks from Cyprus
to Lebanon leads to chain refoulement to Syria’, available at:
http://www.rightsobserver.org/blog/pushbacks-from-cyprus-tolebanon-leads-to-chain-refoulement-to-syria? (accessed on
3 June 2021).
42 Amnesty International, ‘Questions et réponses…’ (cited work), p. 3.
43 UNHCR, ‘Handbook. Voluntary Repatriation: International
Protection’ (1996).

In that respect, elements in Syria and Lebanon
that would either encourage or deter returns
will be divided and analyzed into four different
groups i.e., refugees and IDPs’ safety and
security, degree of legal protection and
property rights ensured, the access to essential
services and livelihood opportunities and
the social tensions and divisions. Generally
speaking, each individual will face different
challenges depending on the place of origin,
the personal background (e.g., if they had
ties with or were part of the rebel movement),
the civil status obtained in Lebanon and the
gender and sectarian belonging.
In the scope of the access to information
about the situation in Syria, percentages
vary greatly from survey to survey, due to
the volatility of the topic. Thus, out of 3,201
refugees surveyed by UNHCR in 2021, 73%
indicated it to be sufficient, against only 50% in
2019.44 However, only 32.7% of respondents to
Refugee Protection Watch’s (RPW) to an online
conversation with Syrian refugees in Lebanon
in 2020. It was reported having reliable
information on the situation in their area of
origin inside Syria.45 Furthermore, since the
majority of refugees would be banned from
re-entering Lebanon if they return because of
residency permit related issues, a very limited
number of them have access to go-and-see
visits. Nevertheless, access to information is
a crucial dimension for return to be voluntary,
i.e., based on free and informed consent, and
therefore in line with the principle of nonrefoulement. In other words, Syrians have
the right to access information on what is
occurring in their country of origin while still
remaining in Lebanon in respect to the nonrefoulement principle.

44

UNHCR, ‘Sixth Regional Survey…’; Amnesty International,
‘Questions et réponses. Pourquoi le retour de réfugiés en
Syrie depuis le Liban est-il prématuré ?’ https://www.amnesty.org/
download/Documents/MDE1804812019FRENCH.pdf
accessed on 25 January 2021.
45 RPW, ‘Trapped in between Lebanon and Syria: the Absence of
durable Solutions for Syria’s Refugees’ (October
2020), p. 6.40 ACHR, Report on Arbitrary Deportation of Syrian
Refugees in Lebanon (2019), available at: https://www.achrights.org/
wp-content/uploads/2020/08/ACHR-Deportation-Report.EN1-1.pdf.

Another survey46 conducted with 3,000
refugees showed that between 60% and 70%
of them rely on information from Syrians
in Lebanon and Syria about conditions
in Syria. 20% get their information via
transnational media and social media. The
official Syrian media are used by just over
10% of Syrians in Lebanon, and only 5%
rely on UNHCR and NGO announcements.47
Finally, a 2020 report by the Syrian
Association for Citizens’ Dignity (SACD),
based on interviews with 1,100 displaced
Syrians across Syria, neighbouring countries
and Europe, has suggested that self-reported
access to information does not necessarily
mean access to comprehensive information.
In this survey, 80% of respondents were not
aware of the existence of “reconciliation
documents” that Syrians are supposed
to fill in before returning, while 46% of
respondents who were aware of these forms
did not know that they could be prosecuted
on the basis of information provided in such
documents.48
46

Innovation for Poverty Action and Immigration Policy Lab,
‘Returning Home? Conditions in Syria, Not Lebanon,
Drive the Return Intentions of Syrian Refugees’ (Policy brief) P&R
Syrian Refugees Policy Brief_2020.09.25.pdf
(poverty-action.org) accessed on 31 January 2021, p. 2.
47 Innovation for Poverty Action and Immigration Policy Lab,
‘Returning Home? Conditions in Syria, Not Lebanon,
Drive the Return Intentions of Syrian Refugees’ (Policy brief), (cited
work), p. 5.
48 Syrian Association for Citizen’s Dignity (2020): “We are Syria.
Survey of 1,100 Displaced Syrians on the Reasons for
Displacement and Minimum Conditions for Return”, p 26.

3 LEGAL

PROTECTION

There are multiple legal resources that regulate
the situation of Syrian refugees, aiming to
provide them with humane and legal protection
in the midst of the challenging circumstances
they face. In particular, it is important to
highlight the relevant international law (A),
Lebanese law (B) and Syrian law (C) in regards
to the Syrian refugees’ situation in Lebanon.

A. INTERNATIONAL LAW
At an international level, the GC provides that
refugee status may be granted to any person
who meets the four cumulative eligibility
criteria stated in Art. 1A2, which are the
following:
1 The personal fear of persecution
2 The specific grounds for fear
3 The departure from the country of origin
or habitual residence
4 The deprivationQ of protection by the
authorities of that country. 49
The determination of the refugee status is a
crucial process that allows the realization of
the rights conferred to refugees by international
texts. It is the responsibility of the host States
or the UNHCR to determine this status,
noting that the UNHCR is only responsible
when a State is not party to the GC and has
not developed an effective national asylum
procedure. This is the case of Lebanon where
the UNHCR is active through a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU).50
49

P&R Syrian Refugees Policy Brief_2020.09.25.pdf

OUN General Assembly, Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees, 28 July 1951, United Nations, Treaty Series,
vol. 189, p. 137.
50 HCR, Refugee Status Determination, EC/67/SC/CRP.12, May 31,
2016, available at: https
://www.refworld.org/docid/57c83a724.html.
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Although the UNHCR recognizes the Syrian
migration as a refugee movement51 and used to
register them as such, the Lebanese authorities
do not attach a serious legal effect to the UN
body’s decisions and treat most Syrians as
illegal immigrants. Indeed, the consequences
of the registration by the UNHCR were minimal
(6-month movement permit renewable once),
and this procedure has been prohibited by
the Lebanese government since May 2015,
the UNHCR is proceeding now to a simple
recording of the refugee. Lebanese authorities
use the ad hoc classification of “displaced”
people when they refer to Syrians, which
allows them to circumvent the guarantees
granted to refugees.52 According to the MoU
signed between the UNHCR and the Lebanese
authorities, the term “asylum seeker” refers to
a person seeking asylum in a country other
than Lebanon, and the UNHCR has one year to
resettle Syrians entering the country. However,
the UNHCR’s data shows that only 1% of
Syrian refugees actually benefit fr om the
resettlement procedure as the international
community, especially Europe, is reluctant to
accept refugees in their territories. 53
This is also due to the administration decision
of Trump on slowing down on resettlement
during the three past years. 54
Despite this unclear and unsatisfactory legal
status, there are several international texts
and principles Lebanon should not derogate
from. First, the non-refoulement principle, set
out in Art. 33A GC, has acquired the status of

customary law, and thus binds Lebanon even
without having ratified the Convention. 55
This principle states that Lebanon should not
return refugees to places where they would
be persecuted or expose anyone to a real risk
of cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or
threat to their life. Moreover, as a party to the
Convention Against Torture (CAT),56 Lebanon
must respect its Art. 3 stating that no State
Party shall expel, return or extradite a person
to another State where there are substantial
grounds for believing that the person would
be in danger of being subjected to torture.
To comply with these two principles, returns
of Syrians to Syria have to meet the three
cumulative criteria of voluntariness, safety
and dignity.
According to the Lebanese Constitution,
the government must also embody the
principles contained in the covenants of the
League of Arab States and the United Nations
Organization (UNO), such as the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)57 and
especially its Art. 1 and 7 concerning equality
of all human beings in rights and before the
law and protection against discriminations,
as well as its Art. 13 and 14 pertaining to
asylum. UDHR also condemns forced labor
and slavery. In 1972, Lebanon ratified the
International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (ICCPR)58 and should therefore respect
its Art. 13 regarding unlawful expulsion,
and its Art. 9 stipulating the right not to be
arbitrarily arrested or detained. To complete
the Bill of Rights, the International Covenant

51

UNHCR, ‘International Protection Considerations’; UNHCR,
‘International Protection Considerations’, Update I, par. 4; UNHCR,
‘International Protection Considerations’, Update II, par. 11, 50 s;
UNHCR, ‘International Protection Considerations’, Update III, par. 21
et 24; UNHCR, ‘International Protection Considerations’, Update IV,
par. 31;
UNHCR, ‘Relevant Country of Origin Information’; Lebanon Crisis
Response Plan, 2020 updates (2020), p. 4.
52 Janmyr Maja, ‘Precarity in Exile: The Legal Status of Syrian
Refugees in Lebanon’, in Refugee Survey Quarterly(2016), p. 61.

53

UNHCR, ‘Resettlement Data Finder - Departures’, available at:
https ://rsq.unhcr.org/en/#ws1A; UNHCR, ‘Resettlement Data Finder Submissions’, available at: https ://rsq.unhcr.org/en/#M6vL.
(2016), p. 61.
54 UN General Assembly, International Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, 21 December 1965, United
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 660, p. 195.

55 UNHCR, Declaration of States Parties to the 1951 Convention and

or Its 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees, January 16,
2002, HCR/MMSP/2001/09, available at: https://www.refworld.org/
docid/3d60f5557.html
56 UN General Assembly, Convention Against Torture and Other
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, 10 December
1984, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1465, p. 85.
57 UN General Assembly, Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 10
December 1948, 217 A (III).
58 UN General Assembly, International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, 16 December 1966, United Nations,
Treaty Series, vol. 999, p. 171.
59 UN General Assembly, International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights, 16 December 1966, United
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 993.

on Economic, Social and Political Rights
(ICESCR)59 has also been ratified by Lebanon
and reaffirms the non-discrimination principle.
The Convention on the Rights of the Child
(CRC),60 the Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(CEDAW),61 the Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD),62
the International Convention for the Protection
of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance
(ICPPED) and especially its Art. 16 have also
been ratified and should thus be implemented
within domestic law.
Finally, Lebanon has joined the International
Labour Organization (ILO) in 1948, meaning
that its bound by its Conventions, including the
Convention N 111 pertaining to discrimination
in respect of employement and occupation.63

60 UN General Assembly, Convention on the Rights of the Child, 20
November 1989, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1577, p. 3.
61UN General Assembly, Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Discrimination Against Women, 18 December 1979, United
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1249, p. 13.
62 UN General Assembly, International Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, 21 December 1965, United
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 660, p. 195.
63 The General Conference of the International Labour Organisation,
C111 - Discrimination (Employment and
Occupation) Convention (No. 111), 25 June 1958.

“

Lebanon has joined the
International Labour
Organization (ILO) in 1948

B. LEBANESE LAW AND
DECREES
The Lebanese Constitution clearly states in
its Preamble, Paragraph B, that “Lebanon is
also a founding and active member of the
United Nations Organization and abides by its
covenants and by the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. The Government shall embody
these principles in all fields and areas without
exception”. This is the main reason why
the Lebanese authorities must comply with
international obligations “in terms of actions
taken towards refugees in its territories in
accordance with the Lebanese Constitution
and international conventions, in particular
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
the Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees, and the International Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination” . 64

64

ReliefWeb, OCHA, “Lebanon: Removal of Syrian refugee camp
must be reconsidered”, published on April 18, 2020;
available on https://reliefweb.int/report/lebanon/lebanon-removalsyrian-refugee-camp-must-be-reconsidered-enar,
consulted in December 2021
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Asylum matters may fall under the 1962 Law
on Foreigners (Law of 1962) which regulates
their entry and stay in Lebanon, as well as
their exit from the country. According to its
Art. 26, any foreigner who is persecuted or
prosecuted for a political crime, or whose
life or freedom is threatened because of their
political activities, may apply for asylum in
Lebanon. Its Art. 31 embodies the principle of
non-refoulement, by stating that if a political
refugee should be deported from Lebanon,
they should not be sent to a country where their
life or freedom would be threatened. This law,
however, qualifies the irregular entry and stay
of a foreigner in Lebanon as a criminal offense
punishable by a fine, a custodial sentence (Art.
32), ranging from one month to three years,
or by deportation, even if they are an asylum
seeker. Indeed, in Lebanon, as mentioned
above, Syrians fleeing the civil war live under
the status of “displaced” people within a legal
vacuum in terms of asylum.
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Prior to 2014 65, cross-border movements were
governed by the bilateral Syrian-Lebanese
agreement on the Movement of Persons
and Transport of Goods 66 under which
Syrians entering Lebanon were granted a
six-month residence permit (visa), renewable
for the same period, upon presentation of
an identity document (not a passport). This
advantageous procedure was one of the
causes of the influx of Syrian refugees at the
beginning of the Syrian conflict. In January
2015, Lebanon shifted from a permissive
behavior to a restrictive policy on cross-border
movements, aiming to stop new arrivals
and reduce their presence on the territory.
The Ministry of Interior implemented a new
decree in which it concretized a new strategy
voted by the Council of Ministers in October
2014 and established a new General Security
Office (GSO) regulation that does not comply
with the above-mentioned Syrian-Lebanese

65 The year Lebanon closed its borders to Syrian refugees
66 Agreement on the Regulation of Transport of Persons and Goods

between the Lebanese Republic and the Syrian Arab concluded on
September 16, 1993 and ratified by the Lebanese Parliament through
Law N 298 of February 22, 1994.

agreement.67 Indeed, it adds restrictions on
entry, permit renewal and regularization and is
designed so strictly that it would “encourage”
Syrians to return to Syria or redirect to other
states.68 The new rules stipulate that those
who were registered with the UNHCR before
January 1, 2015 are granted a residency permit
for six months renewable several times and
free of charge if they sign a pledge not to work,
and provide proof of financial means. 69 The
others have the possibility to stay in Lebanon
on a legal basis if they renew their work permit
by paying the annual fee of 200 USD and if
their application is supported by a Lebanese
sponsor, as a substitute for the UNHCR
certificate.70 This sponsorship system implies
that the sponsors take full responsibility for
the individuals, i.e. for their lives and actions.
The new rules are also clearly discriminatory as
they only apply to Syrians. This administrative
mechanism was declared illegal by a decision
of the State Council, which considered that
the authority did not have the capacity to
issue such a decision, as the law grants this
right exclusively to the Council of Ministers.
However, it is still applied in violation of the
Constitution,71 and concrete actions are
regularly taken by Lebanese authorities to
thwart refugees’ efforts for residency permit
renewal. The obstacles include: GSO turning
away applicants, forcing them to wait outside
for extended periods, repeatedly telling them to
make another appointment, and not accepting
applications without any explanations or
justifications. In concrete terms, even if
the number of refugees in Lebanon has
diminished since 2015, this is mostly because
conditions imposed by these regulations are
too difficult for many to meet. As a result, they
67 GSO Regulation, available at: https://www.general-security.gov.lb/

ar/posts/33.
68 Human Rights Watch, ‘“I just wanted to be treated like a person”’
(Human Rights Watch News, 12 January 2016) https://www.hrw.org/
report/2016/01/12/i-just-wanted-be-treated-person/how-lebanonsresidency-rules-facilitate-abuse accessed on 18 January 2021
69 UNHCR, ‘Q&A for Syrian refugees on requirements for residency
renewal in Lebanon based on UNHCR Certificate’, February 2020,
available at: Microsoft Word - 20200320 - QA on Residency Renewal
- EN AR - V1.0.docx (refugees-lebanon.org).
70 GSO Regulation, available at: Lebanese General Security - posts
(general-security.gov.lb).

P&R Syrian Refugees Policy Brief_2020.09.25.pdf

fall out of the system, thereby becoming illegal
immigrants in breach of Law of 1962, enjoying
no rights or protection, prone to movement
restrictions and fearing expulsion.72 Regarding
cross-border movements, a refugee leaving
Lebanon sees their
residency permit
automatically revoked and receives a
permanent re-entry ban. 73

C. SYRIAN LAW AND
DECREES

After this policy shift, many other
discriminatory measures were taken on the
ground by municipalities benefiting from a
wide de facto autonomy. For example, curfews
were imposed on Syrian nationals in more than
45 municipalities in October 2014, notably in
response to clashes between extremist groups
operating from Syria and the Lebanese army in
Arsal. 74

However, by many legal texts giving almost
complete immunity to security services, the
Syrian regime actually legalized the crime of
torture. The Syrian Constitution also states in
its Art. 38 that a ‘citizen cannot be expelled
from the national territory, nor prevented from
returning to it’. Nevertheless, since the civil war
started, the Syrian regime has issued several
decrees and amendments that do not comply
with this text, in that they set up unfavorable
conditions for returnees. implementing the
2012 Counterterrorism law.

Finally, Lebanon passed an anti-torture
law in 2017 (Law 65/2017), but it is not yet
effective and impunity remains the norm, with
complaints of torture or other ill-treatment
rarely reaching court and most closed without
an effective investigation.

The Art. 53 of the current Syrian Constitution75,
as well as the Art. 391 of the General Penal
Code condemn arbitrary arrest and torture
during investigations.76

Firstly, since 2018, Law N 10 requires Syrian
refugees to return to Syria in order to register
their property claims with government
authorities.77 If no claims are made within one
year, the state will expropriate this property.78

71

ACHR, Report on Arbitrary Deportation of Syrian Refugees in
Lebanon (2019), available at:
ACHR-Deportation-Report.EN1-1.pdf (achrights.org), p. 3.
72 The World Bank, The Mobility of Displaced Syrians: An Economic
and Social Analysis, p. 77.
73 iMMAP, ‘Return pathways from Lebanon to Syria’, May 2021, p.12.
74 Amnesty International, ‘Pushed to the Edge: Syrian Refugees
Face Increased Restrictions in Lebanon’, June 15, 2015, available at:
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde24/1785/2015/en/, p. 8

75 Syrian Arab Republic’s Constitution of 2012, Decree N 94.
76 Syrian Network for Human Rights, ‘At least 1,882 Cases…’ (cited

work), p. 40.
77 HRW, ‘Q&A: Syria’s New Property Law’ (Human Rights Watch –
News, 29 May 2018) https://www.hrw.org/news/2018/05/29/qasyrias-new-property-law accessed on 27 May 2019.
78 MHAISSEN and HODGES, p. 34.
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It is feared that this law is used as a powerful
tool of oppression and thus contributes
towards legal instability and uncertainty that
Syrian refugees may face upon returning. 79
Secondly, Decree 63 and Decree 66 have seen
similar implementation.80
On one hand, Decree 63 allows Syrian
authorities to annex the property and freeze
assets of persons placed arbitrarily on a list
of alleged terrorists – which is defined in the
Counterterrorism Law, and people failing to
perform military service. Empowered by this
decree, the Ministry of Finance uses collective
punishment by targeting the listed people
families’ and freezing their assets.81 On the
other hand, Decree 66 authorizes the creation
of ‘redevelopment areas’ to be demolished
and rebuilt, leading to stripping individuals of
their property rights in designated areas and
reassigning ownership to the government. 82
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As for the military service, there is no provision
for substitute or alternative service and the
right of conscientious objection is not legally
recognized even if it is a right derived from
the freedom of thought, conscience and
religion of Art. 18 of the UDHR. Moreover,
many amendments have been made to the
rules and regulations regarding military
service. As of 2017, men who do not register
for military service within three months of
turning 18 can be subject to fines of several
thousands dollars.83 The Ministry of Interior
issued a circular (N 28293) to the Department
of Migration and Passports on 22 December
2018. The decree explains that returnees of

military age must approach the recruitment
center within 15 days upon return to complete
their compulsory, or within seven days in
relation to reserve military service.
In November 2020, an amendment (Legislative
Decree N 31/2020) was made to the military
service law that requires all males, 18 years of
age and older, to perform military service for
a period ranging from 18 months to 2 years.
According to the amendment – which is a clear
attempt by the government to obtain dollars,
Syrians expatriates who have spent a year
abroad can be exempted from military service
by paying $10,000, $9,000 if the stay lasted 2
years, $8,000 for 3 years abroad and $7,000
for 4 years and more.84 The conscription law
has retroactive effect, which means that men
who fled Syria before 2017 may be fined and
required to fulfil their service obligation.85
According to the Military Penal Code, those
that refuse military service may be imprisoned
for up to one year and pay the equivalent of
$200 for each year after the starting date of
their original conscription period as a penalty.
If returnees are unable to pay these fines,
assets may be seized until payments are made
in full (Law 97/2019).86
In February 2021, Art. 97 of Syria’s Military
Conscription Law was amended in order to
allow the Syrian Ministry of Finance to seize
the property of all men who did not serve in the
military and failed to pay the above-mentioned
exemption fee. The Ministry of Finance can
confiscate and sell property without providing
notice or giving the respective owner an
opportunity to challenge the decision.

79 TDS, ‘Syria abuses terror law to freeze assets: HRW’ (The Daily Star

– News, 17 July 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2019/Jul-17/487721syria-abuses-terror-law-to-freeze-assets-hrw.ashx accessed on 19 July
2019
80 MHAISSEN and HODGES, p. 34.
81 Human Rights Watch, ‘Syria: Suspects’ Families Assets Seized’(
Human Rights Watch – News, 16 July 2019) Syria:
Suspects’ Families Assets Seized | Human Rights Watch (hrw.org)
accessed on 26 February 2021.
82 Al Jazeera, ‘Syria: ‘Absentees law’ could see millions of refugees lose
lands’ ( Al Jazeera – News, 7 April 2018)
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/4/7/syria-absentees-lawcould-see-millions-of-refugees-lose-lands accessed on 20 February
2021.

83 The World Bank, The Mobility of Displaced Syrians: An Economic

and Social Analysis, p. 74.
84 Business Standard News, ‘Syrian President Bashar al-Assad makes
big change in military service law’ (Business Standard News – 9
November 2020)
https://www.business-standard.com/article/international/syrianpresident-bashar-al-assad-makes-big-change-in-military-s
ervice-law-120110900183_1.html accessed on 15 February 2021.
85 The World Bank, The Mobility of Displaced Syrians: An Economic
and Social Analysis, p. 74.
86 Ibidem; Center for Operational Analysis and Research (COAR),
‘Syria Update: Military service law amended: Serve, pay up, or forfeit
assets’, 6 January 2020

The law also enables the government to
seize the assets of wives, children, and other
immediate relatives of “military evaders”.87

“

All males, 18 years of age
and older, are required to
perform military service for
a period ranging from 18
months to 2 years.
www.hrw.org/news/2021/02/09/syrian-military-evaders-faceunlawful-seizure-property-assets

4 SAFETY AND SECURITY
After having elaborated on the legal protection
of Syrian refugees, this research analyzes the
push and pull elements of their safety and
security in Lebanon (A) and in Syria (B).

A. PUSH AND PULL
FACTORS IN LEBANON
The Lebanese regulation regarding Syrian
residency permits changed in 2015 making
their regularization almost impossible. Layal,
27, (personal communication, June 24, 2021)
arrived in Lebanon in 2016 and is still trying
to regularize her situation and obtain birth
certificates for her children to prevent them
from becoming stateless. Mohammad, 50
(personal communication, June 23, 2021),
entered Lebanon through the sponsorship
system in 2016, “but now we have no papers, it
is expired”, he confessed. In fact, only 20% of
Syrians over the age of 15 have a valid residency
permit.88Additionally, the precarious situation
in the country has led to abuses and violations

87 HRW, ‘Syrian ‘Military Evaders’ Face Unlawful Seizure of Property,

Assets’ ( Human Rights Watch – News, 9
February
2021)
https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/02/09/syrianmilitary-evaders-face-unlawful-seizure-property-assets
accessed on 20 May 2021.
88 UNHCR and Inter-agency Coordination Lebanon, ‘Key Findings of
the 2020 Vulnerability Assessment of Syrian
Refugees in Lebanon’ https://www.unhcr.org/lb/wp-content/uploads/
sites/16/2020/12/VASyR-2020-Dashboard.pdf
accessed on 20 January 2021.

of the right to access justice, and to a lack of
protection from abuses against refugees. “My
20 and 21 years-old daughters were victims
of sexual harassment and abused, so I asked
them to stay at home” testified Mohammad.
“We did not say a word because we don’t feel
at home, we’re not at home”, he added.
Indeed, the lack of legal protection leaves
refugees defenseless against abuse of all
kinds.

My 20 and 21 years-old
daughters were victims
of sexual harassment and
abused, so I asked them
to stay at home... We did
not say a word because
we don’t feel at home,
we’re not at home...

- Mohammad
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Discriminatory policies, such as eviction orders
have been implemented and armed raids are
carried out in informal camps.89 An Amnesty
International report also revealed in early 2021
that hundreds of Syrians have endured arbitrary
detention, torture and unfair trial at the hands
of the Lebanese security forces since 2014.90
In this vein, Nabil (personal communication,
June 23, 2021) explained to us that he and his
family were taken to prison after some mafia
came to their house and fought with him. Ever
since, their identity documents are held by the
Lebanese authorities. By the end of 2020, about
350 Syrians (including children), convicted of
terrorism in a clearly discriminatory manner,
were being held in Roumieh prison where they
were subjected to torture and other ill-treatment
during detention and interrogation. 91
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Another decisive issue is the host country
government’s perception on returns.92
In September 2020, the Lebanese President
stated that “most of the Syrian territories
have become safe” and that “the Lebanese
government seeks help to implement the plan
it had adopted for the return of the displaced
Syrians now that circumstances for their return
are more favourable”. 93
Some political factions aligned with the
Syrian regime have, in some cases, asserted
significantly higher numbers of returnees,
89 Amnesty International, ‘Questions et réponses…’ (cited work)
90 Amnesty International, ‘“I wish I would die”: Syrian refugees

detained on terrorism-related charges and tortured in
Lebanon’ (2021).
91 Amnesty International, ‘“I wish I would die” (cited work), p. 25.
MHAISSEN and HODGES (cited work), p. 18; TDS, ‘Fate of refugees in
Deir al-Ahmar hangs in balance’ (The Daily Star –News, 10 June 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Lebanon-News/2019/Jun10/484884-fate-of-refugees-in-deir-al-ahmar-hangs-in-balance.ashx
accessed on 10 June 2019
92 Address by General Michel Aoun, President of the Lebanese
Republic, UN General Assembly, 75th session, 23
93 September 2020, pp.69-70, available at: ODS HOME PAGE (un.
org); MHAISSEN and HODGES (cited work), p. 18.

94 NNA

 ‘ رئيــس الجمهوريــة أبلــغ طــراف اســتغراب لبنان البيــان االوروبي بدمج النازحين,
في المجتمعات المضيفة واعلن ان مجلس النواب سيباشــر درس
 الوكالــةNovember 8 ,National News Agency - News( ‘ قوانيــن اصالحيــة
2019 (,  رئيــس الجمهوريــة أبلــغ طــراف اســتغراب لبنــان- الوطنيــة لإلعــام
البيــان االوروبــي بدمــج النازحيــن فــي المجتمعــات المضيفــة واعلــن ان مجلــس
19 nna-leb.gov.lb) accessed on( النــواب سيباشــر درس قوانيــن اصالحيــة

pointing it as proof that conditions are safe
for return and widely claimed that the conflict
is over and that there are no security concerns
impeding the return of refugees.94
However, international experience in return
processes has shown that a sense of security
requires not only the absence of active
conflict, but also the absence of explicit or
implicit threats from the government, militias
and other social groups.

B. PUSH AND PULL
FACTORS IN SYRIA
Although the Assad regime regained control
over most of the Syrian territory,95 violence
remains widespread in areas of last rebel
strongholds,96 and even in stabilized areas,
valid fears of return remain.
95 Amnesty International, ‘Questions et réponses…’ (cited work)
96 TDS, ‘Aid groups suspend aid to Syria’s embattled northwest’ (The

Daily Star – News, 11 May 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2019/May11/482934-aid-groups-suspend-aid-to-syrias-embattled-north
west.ashx accessed on 14 May 2019; TDS, ‘Rights groups urge action
on fate of Syria’s missing’ (The Daily Star – News,
13 May 2019)http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2019/
May-13/483055-rights-groups-urge-action-on-fate-of-syrias-missin
g.ashx accessed on 14 May 2019; TDS, ‘Rocket strike on Syria refugee
camp kills 10 civilians: UN’ (The Daily Star –
News, 16 May 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2019/May16/483325-rocket-strike-on-syria-refugee-camp-kills-10-civili
ans-un.ashx accessed on 17 May 2019; TDS, ‘Aid groups say
conditions in northwest Syria at crisis point’ (The Daily
Star – News, 17 May 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2019/May17/483403-aid-groups-say-conditions-in-northwest-syria-at-cr
isis-point.ashx accessed on 17 May 2019; TDS, ‘Russia airstrikes kill
10 in Syria’s Kafranbel’ (The Daily Star – News,
21 May 2019)
https://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2019/May21/483655-russia-airstrikes-kill-10-in-syrias-kafranbel.ashx
accessed on 21 May 2019; TDS, ‘Militant counterattack leaves 23
dead in Idlib’ (The Daily Star – News, 22 May 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2019/May22/483741-militant-counterattack-leaves-23-dead-in-idlib.ash
x accessed on 22 May 2019; TDS, ‘Syria insurgents recapture village
from government’ (The Daily Star – News, 22 May 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2019/May22/483747-air-raids-kill-12-civilians-in-militant-held-syrian-t
own-monitor.ashx accessed on 22 May 2019; TDS, ‘Displaced Syrians
urge Turkey to open border’ (The Daily Star – News, 23 May 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2019/May23/483798-displaced-syrians-urge-turkey-to-open-border.ashx
accessed on 23 May 2019; TDS, ‘Regime airstrikes kill 21 in Idlib:
monitor’ (The Daily Star – News, 28 May 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2019/May28/484167-civilian-toll-mounts-as-syria-regime-pounds-milita
nt-bastion.ashx accessed on 28 May 2019; TDS, ‘Syrian boy survives
bombing that killed his mother, siblings’ (The Daily Star – News, 30
May 2019)

“

In 2019, 3,364 civilian were
killed in Syria

For Nour, 30, (personal communication, June
23, 2021) who lost her husband and brother
in the Syrian conflict, returning to Syria is for
now unthinkable: “I left to protect my children.
How could I take them back to danger? I lost a
lot there. I can’t lose them”. Numerous reports
show that the various parties to the conflict
are still committing violations of international
humanitarian law and serious human rights
abuses.97 The actions of pro-regime forces
across the Syrian Arab Republic are regularly
qualified by the Human Rights Council as
crimes of war and against humanity.98
Numerous evidenced extrajudicial killings
and enforced disappearance cases are still
perpetrated and forced conscription incidents,
refusal of entry at the border reports,
movement restrictions and allegations of
extortion, kidnappings, and gender-based
violence including rape and sexual assault
have been recorded.99 SNRH reported that,
in 2019, 3,364 civilian were killed in Syria –
1,497 by Syrian Regime forces and Iranian
militias, 452 by Russian forces, 164 by Syrian
Democratic Forces, 94 by ISIS, 68 by the USled Coalition, 49 by HTS and Turkistan Islamic
Party, 21 by Factions of the Armed Opposition
and 1,019 by unidentified sources.100 Between
December 2019 and January 2020, airstrikes
and ground-based strikes in Idlib, parts of
Aleppo and Hama governorates resulted in at
least 344 civilian deaths. 101

97

European Asylum Support Office, ‘Country Guidance: Syria’
(2020), available at: Country Guidance: Syria | EUROPEAN ASYLUM
SUPPORT OFFICE (europa.eu); UNHCR, ‘Les personnes déplacées en
Syrie ont d’urgence besoin de protection et d’abris’
https://www.unhcr.org/dach/ch-fr/39423-les-personnes-recemmentdeplacees-en-syrie-ont-durgence-besoin-de-protection-et-dabri.html
accessed on 25 January 2021;
98 Notably: UN General Assembly, Human Rights Council, A/
HRC/45/31, ‘Report of the Independent International
Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic’ (2020).
99 MHAISSEN and HODGES (cited work), p. 30.
100 Syrian Network for Human Rights, ‘3,364 Civilians Documented
Killed in Syria in 2019’ (2020), available at:
https://sn4hr.org/wp-content/pdf/english/3364_civilians_were_killed_
in_Syria_in_2019_en.pdf , p. 9

These figures decreased throughout 2020
which saw a total of 1,528 civilian deaths,
according to the Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights (SOHR).102 Furthermore, heavilydamaged areas like Raqqa are brimming with
infrastructure-imposed dangers – bombedout, unstable buildings, landmines, boobytraps, and improvised explosive devices.
Despite all the amnesty decrees issued in
Syria, at least 130,000 citizens, considered
for many as forcibly disappeared, are still
detained by the Syrian regime and the use
of at least 72 methods of torture have been
recorded by SNHR in regime detention centres
and military hospitals.103 In a survey conducted
by the Syrian Association for Citizen’s Dignity
(SACD), 62% of respondents stated that they
or one of their relatives have been subject to
arbitrary detention, and 68% said that they
or their relatives are wanted for arrest.104 In
another report published by SACD in 2020 and
based on a survey of 1,100 displaced Syrians,
90% of respondents cited a sense of insecurity
as one of the main reasons for their initial
displacement, 80% said the security situation
must change before they would consider
returning, 84% want to see mandatory military
recruitment canceled or suspended, 73%
stated they want security sector reform before
considering return, and 64% mentioned the
fate of detainees as an important factor for
return.105

101 United Nations Security Council, ‘Report of the Secretary-General’

(2020), available at:
https://undocs.org/S/2020/141, p. 1-2, 5
102 OLJ, ‘Plus de 6.800 morts en 2020, plus faible bilan annuel’
(L’Orient-Le-Jour – News, 31 December 2020)
https://www.lorientlejour.com/article/1246655/plus-de-6800-mortsen-2020-plus-faible-bilan-annuel.html accessed on 30
January.
103 Syrian Network for Human Rights, ‘Two Months Since Issuing
Amnesty Decree, the Syrian Regime Released Only 96
of Nearly 130,000 Detainees and Arrested 113 More’ (2020), available
at: https://sn4hr.org/blog/2020/05/15/54991/.
104 Syrian Association for Citizen’s Dignity (2019): “Reality behind
Assad’s Promises to Displaced Syrians”.
105 Syrian Association for Citizen’s Dignity (2020): “We are Syria.
Survey of 1,100 Displaced Syrians on the Reasons for
Displacement and Minimum Conditions for Return”.
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In April 2018, Syrian authorities detained
over 500 people following the negotiated exit
of 40,000 people from Douma to northern
Syria.106 In May 2019, HRW also reported cases
in which Syrian intelligence services arbitrarily
detained and harassed people in areas retaken
from anti-government groups under deals
brokered by Russia and called ‘reconciliation’
agreements.107 Enforced disappearances
have continued ever since, according to the
SNHR that recorded more than 1,882 cases
of arbitrary arrest and detention in 2020, 213
in January 2021 and 171 in February 2021,
perpetrated mostly by Syrian Regime forces
but also by Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF)
as well as the Syrian National Army and Hayat
Tahrir al Sham (HTS).108 SNHR recorded cases
of individuals detained or forcibly disappeared
by the Syrian regime due to their kinship with
participants in the revolution while, especially
in Daraa and Damascus Suburbs governorates,
arrests happen despite any settlement of
the person’s security status with the Syrian
regime109 in areas that previously concluded
agreements with the regime. Among returnees
from Lebanon, SNHR registered more than 62
cases of arbitrary arrests throughout 2020.
110
These cases can be qualified as enforced
disappearances since the perpetrators did
not reveal their identity or present an arrest
warrant identifying the charges and the
arrested individuals were unable to inform
their family.111

106 Mhassein R. and Hodges E., Unpacking Return: Syrian Refugees’

Conditions and Concerns, SAWA for Development and Aid, 2019, p.
31-32
107 TDS, ‘Damascus harassing ex-foes in former rebel zones: HRW’
(The Daily Star – News, 22 May 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2019/May22/483711-damascus-harassing-ex-foes-in-former-rebel-zones-hrw.
ashx accessed on 22 May 2019.
108 The Syrian Network for Human Rights, ‘At least 171 cases Cases
of Arbitrary Arrest/Detention Documented in Syria in February 2021,
Including 11 Children and Seven Women’ (2021), available at:tps://
sn4hr.org/blog/2021/03/02/55973/;
109 Syrian Network for Human Rights, ‘At least 1,882 Cases of
Arbitrary Arrest/Detention Documented in Syria in 2020,
149 of Them in December: Detainees Include 52 Children and 39
Women’(2021), available at:
https://sn4hr.org/blog/2021/01/02/55793/ ; Syrian Network for
Human Rights, ‘At least 213 Cases of Arbitrary Arrest/Detention
Documented in Syria in January 2021, Including 24 Children and Five
Women’ (2021), available at:
https://sn4hr.org/blog/2021/02/02/55909/.
110 Syrian Network for Human Rights, ‘The Syrian Regime Prevents…’
(cited work), p. 9.

The targeted people include former opposition
activists, rebel fighters, humanitarian aid
workers and their families.112 Most detainees
involved in the uprising in Syria, especially
political and human rights activists, media
workers and prisoners of conscience have
been accused of several charges based on
testimonies extracted by regime forces under
coercion, intimidation, and torture. Most of
the charges were threatening the system of
governance, weakening national sentiment,
supporting, and financing terrorism or even
weakening the nation’s morale. The accusation
reports are then referred to either the Counterterrorism Court or the Military Field Court
and following process stages may take
months and sometimes years, during which
detainees leave in squalid and overcrowded
conditions and are subjected to the worst
forms of torture.113 The military Field Court
(established by decree No 109 of August 17,
1968) is wholly managed by the executive
power that dominates the judicial authority,
making this court closer to a military-security
branch than a court of law and implies that the
most fundamental conditions of a fair trial are
not met. In April 2021, 13 deaths due to torture
have been documented by SNHR, bringing
the number of victims dying to torture at the
hands of the parties to the Syrian conflict from
January to April 2021 to 39.114 Mid-June 2021,
the Assad regime released 32 emaciated,
elderly-looking prisoners in Damascus who
showed signs of severe starvation and abuse
in detention. If pro-regime media described
the release as an act of generosity part of
a “national reconciliation process”, Syrian
activists said that the freed prisoners originally
from Ghouta appeared shockingly thin and

111 Ibidem
112 TDS, ‘Damascus harassing ex-foes in former rebel zones: HRW’

(The Daily Star – News, 22 May 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2019/May22/483711-damascus-harassing-ex-foes-in-former-rebel-zones
-hrw.ashx accessed on 22 May 2019.
113 Syrian Network for Human Rights, ‘At least 1,882 Cases…’ (cited
work), p. 39.
114 Syrian Network for Human Rights, ‘Extrajudicial Killing Claims
the Lives of 104 Civilians, Including 21 Children,
Seven Women, and 13 Victims Due to Torture, in Syria in April 2021’
(2021), available at:
https://sn4hr.org/blog/2021/05/01/56176/.

much older than they really were.115 More
recently, Amnesty International interviewed 41
Syrians (returnees and relatives) and was able
to identify 59 cases of arbitrary and unlawful
detention, 33 of torture or ill-treatment. The
report also highlights the use by security
members of sexual violence, including rape
upon return.116
Finally, military-aged males fear detention in
Syria, as it has been reported that returnees
are often harassed on the streets by members
of the security apparatus.117 For Samir, 27,
(personal communication, June 23, 2021),
Issam, 45, (personal communication, June 24,
2021) and Nabil, the fear of the conscription
or punishment - for them or their sons - is one
of the main reasons that prevent them from
going back to their country of origin. Many
115 The New Arab, ‘Like skeletons’: Syrians express shock as regime

releases emaciated prisoners’ ( The New Arab News, 22 June 2021) https://english.alaraby.co.uk/news/syriansexpress-shock-regime-releases-emaciated-prisoners
accessed on 24 June 2021
116 Amnesty International, ‘“You’re going to your death” - Violations
against Syrian refugees returning to Syria’,
(Amnesty International, 7 September 2021)
117 RPW, ‘Trapped in between…’ (cited work), p. 5.

reports describe how deserters are subjected
to arrests, detention, torture and death
under torture, even if they were covered by a
Reconciliation Agreement with the regime or
were approaching the government to benefit
from a partial amnesty decree.118 Moreover,
these amnesty decrees only lift the sentences
related to desertion but do not exempt
deserters from the duty to perform military
service and are reputed to be a means of
reconscript those who have fled into forces.119
In such cases, conscription-eligible returnees
are forced to stay under self-imposed house
arrest out of fear of forced conscription.120

118

SOHR, ‘Regime Security Services in Wadi Barada Issue Arrest
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Observatory for Human Rights, 7 September 2020), https://bit.
ly/3bAuBP4; SOHR, Daraa: ‘Regime Forces Arrest Five
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(Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, 27 May 2020), https://bit.
ly/3jtSQ4a; Syrian Network for Human Rights, ‘Syrian
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Him to a Security Branch in Damascus’ April 19, 27
April 2020, available at: https://bit.ly/3hSUBYb.
119 Syrian Network for Human Rights, ‘Two Months since Issuing
Amnesty Decree, the Syrian Regime Released only 96
of Nearly 130,000 Detainees and Arrested 113 More’, 15 May 2020,
https://bit.ly/3aVoh4u, p. 12
120 Idem, p. 30-31.
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5 HOUSING AND PROPERTY RIGHTS
A. PUSH AND PULL
FACTORS IN LEBANON
The lack of access to legal protection is
closely linked to housing opportunities, land
and property rights that also represent both
pull factors and obstacles for return. Since
Lebanon does not consider itself to be a land
of asylum, its government follows a nonencampment policy121 and does not authorize
the construction of any reception and housing
structures, such as camps.122 In the absence
of state supervision, refugees are dispersed
in more than 2000 localities in Lebanon.123
The majority of Syrians are settling in regions
that are already economically fragile, thereby
increasing the poverty rate, leading to tensions
with local communities. 124
20

Since 2018, housing conditions for
Syrians have further deteriorated as
the rate of households living in nonpermanent or non-residential structures
has increased from 26% in 2017 to 34%
in 2020, significantly increasing the risks
for women, the elderly and children.125

During our conversation with Nizar, 21
(personal communication, June 24, 2021), he
informed us that he lives in a rented house with
his family. Throughout his story we understood
that the house is actually a small room next to
a farm, that they are 15 to share. Many Syrians
live in the countryside on lands that officially
and legally are property of Lebanese or
municipalities, to whom they are forced to pay
an arbitrarily fixed rent.126 As most of the rent
agreements are informal or oral, refugees face
a constant risk of evictions and an average of
13,000 evictions affecting at least 100,000
people are registered per year.127 Mohammad,
living in Lebanon without any residency
permit, is familiar with expulsions. He told us
that, although he now lives in a room with his
wife and 4 children, he has been evicted many
times before. According to ACHR, these cases
of forced evictions of tents and houses have
recently increased because of the economic
crises in Lebanon and the pandemic. For
instance, in 2019, Syrian refugees in the Arsal
area of Lebanon have been ordered to destroy
their temporary homes which were built with

125 Lebanon Crisis Response Plan, 2020 updates (2020), available
121

Janmyr Maja, ‘Precarity in Exile: The Legal Status of Syrian
Refugees in Lebanon’, in Refugee Survey Quarterly (2016), p. 60
; Turner L., ‘Explaining the (Non-)Encampment of Syrian Refugees:
Security, Class and the Labour Market in Lebanon and Jordan’ in :
Mediterranean Politics, vol. 20 N 3 (September 2015), p. 2 ss.
122 Al Jazeera, ‘Lebanon: No formal refugee camps for Syrians’, (Al
Jazeera – News, 11 March 2015)
www.aljazeera.com/news/2015/03/lebanon-formal-refugee-campssyrians150310073219002.html accessed on 10 May 2021.
123 Asgary A. (éd.), Resettlement Challenges for Displaced
Populations and Refugees, 2019.
124 Lebanon Crisis Response Plan, 2020 updates (2020), available
at: Lebanon Crisis Response Plan 2017-2020 (2020 update) Lebanon | ReliefWeb, p. 8; Sfeir Jihane, ‘Le Liban, pays
de refuge. Généalogie des réfugiés arméniens,palestiniens
et syriens (1915-2015)’, in Relations internationales
N 172, (2017), p. 47.

at: Lebanon Crisis Response Plan 2017-2020 (2020 update) Lebanon | ReliefWeb, p. 14.
126 KNUDSEN A. J., ‘Campements, abris et squats. Des zones floues
où vivent les réfugiés syriens au Liban’, in Hommes &
Migrations, N 1319 (2017), p. 69.
127 Lebanon Crisis Response Plan, ‘2019 Updates’ (2020), available
at: Lebanon Crisis Response Plan 2017-2020 (2019
update) - Lebanon | ReliefWeb, p. 14.

solid materials and thus considered illegal by
the authorities. Around 35,000 Syrian refugees
were immensely afflicted by the demolition
order and many were displaced again and
illegitimately pressured to return.128 These
measures are illegal as long as they are not
consensual or court-ordered – even without
any written agreement between the landlord
and the tenant, and even if the tenant does
not pay the rent.129 Moreover, the General
Comment N 7 of the Committee on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights and Art. 11 of the
ICESCR, ratified by Lebanon, states that ‘no
eviction can be considered legal unless it is
accompanied by an alternative that guarantees
the right to adequate housing for the tenant,
nor are eviction provisions enforced during
winter and epidemic periods’.

B. PUSH AND PULL
FACTORS IN SYRIA
Upon the return, a high percentage of the
housing is damaged, looting has been
ascertained to be quite extreme – to the point
that there is nothing left of the property but
naked wires, and many refugees or IDPs’
houses are now occupied by other families.130
Despite very different backgrounds, the stories
of many refugees are similar regarding their
properties and homes in Syria that have been
“completely” and “totally destroyed” (Nour,
personal communication, June 23, 2021,
Nawal, personal communication, June 24,
2021, Nabil, and Mohammad). “They bombed

our house” precises Layal. Issam’shouse was
not destroyed but he mentions: “they took all
our stuff [...] hungry people stole them after
we came to Lebanon”. Returnees then incurred
debts or are unable to return to their former
dwelling.131 “[Our house] can be fixed if the
situation gets better there and we get money”
(Nabil). Satellite-based imagery has shown
significant damage to housing units in Syria.
Overall damage percentage was the highest
in Al-Qusayr and Dar’a,132 and some areas –
like Aleppo – have seen some renovations.133
Regarding Homs, the city endured both aerial
bombardments and ground-based clashes,
with schools, hospitals, and civilians being
targeted throughout the siege. Residents
of Homs city still face many challenges in
its reconstruction efforts and some IDPs
who have returned to the city live in severely
damaged buildings due to a lack of financial
means to pay rent elsewhere.134
In parallel, the three key pieces of legislation
above-mentioned, Law N 10, Decree 63 and
66, stand in the way of IDPs and refugees
and their house, land and property rights. In
practice, these laws are used as a powerful
tool of oppression to prevent Syrian refugees
from returning and reclaiming their property,
unless they are considered as “pro-regime”.135
This contributes towards legal instability and
uncertainty that Syrian refugees may face
upon returning. For instance, A report by
HRW has confirmed 136 practices of unlawful
demolitions by the state in Qaboun, conducted
without any warning, legal recourse or
compensation offered, thereby de facto
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available at:
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130 MHAISSEN and HODGES, p. 34; UN Human Rights Council,
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Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic’ (2018), available at: Report of
the Independent International Commission of
Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic (A/HRC/39/65).
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135 Ibidem.
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accessed on 19 July 2019.
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barring residents from returning.137 Many
reports documented that the government
has overbroad the counterterrorism law
and Decree 63 to criminalize civil, political,
and humanitarian activities by freezing their
assets.138 Regarding Decree 66, the first
zones selected for its application (Baba Amr,
Sultaniyyeh, Jobar in Homs and informal
settlements in Aleppo and Harasta) were at
the heart of Assad’s regime opposition which
left only little doubt about the fact that this
group of legislation is used to punish regime
opponents. Reports indicate that property
records were modified to dispossess people
from their real estate.139 Jointly, this legislation
paves the way for lawful systemic violations
of property rights and widespread forced
eviction. These confiscated properties are
redistributed to regime supporters, sometimes
by destroying land and civil registries, issuing
false documentation and confiscation of
documents to refugees as they cross the
borders.140
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Even before the war, there were few officially
registered properties because many
transactions took place behind the backs
of the land registries in order to avoid taxes
and given that half of Syria’s land being
held through a customary family ownership
system. Moreover, prior to 2010, there were
no digital records of property and many

handwritten registries were either lost or
destroyed during the war.141 Coupled with the
intensity of migration due to the civil war, it
has become very complicated for an owner
to prove their property rights.142 Only 17%
of 580 refugees surveyed by the Norwegian
Refugee Council (NRC) said having brought
their property documents with them after their
displacement,143 which may be an obstacle to
reclaim property ownership.144 Another survey
conducted by NRC on 4,074 displaced persons
showed that only 7% of them had updated civil
documents.145 The situation is even worse for
women as they are less likely to possess civil
and property documents, especially those who
lost their fathers and husbands to the war.
Indeed, their legal status in the civil registration
system stems from her relationship to men –
either a father or a husband. If they have no
civil documents – such as an ID card, marriage
or death certificate, proving their (potential)
inheritance and property rights in Syria may
be impossible. For example, a Syrian lady
146
who tried to reclaim her house incurred
the following costs: $100 in fees and bribes
for a preliminary security clearance – which
required her to bring 4 witnesses to confirm
her ownership; she then had to pay $800 for
the standing electricity bills.147

137 HRW, ‘Syria: Residents Blocked From Returning’ (Human Rights
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2018) The Politics of Dispossession - Carnegie Middle East Center
- Carnegie Endowment for International Peace (carnegie-mec.org)
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Passport Abroad’ (The World – News, 30 June 2017) https://www.pri.
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2021.
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6 SERVICES, ECONOMIC AND
LIVELIHOOD OPPORTUNITIES
The legal protection, the safety and security,
and the housing and property rights are all
major aspects shaping the Syrian refugees’
willingness to return to Syria. However, these
remain incomplete if not added to the services,
economic and livelihood opportunities. This
section elaborates on that taking into account
both the present factors in Lebanon (A) and
those in Syria (B).

A. PUSH AND PULL
FACTORS IN LEBANON
Since 2019 and the significant devaluation
of the Lebanese currency and the dizzying
increase in prices in Lebanon, the share of
refugees living below the extreme poverty line
has risen from 55% to 90% in 2020.148 Indeed,
the sums perceived by refugees from the UN
(or other NGOs) did not rise, and Nabil and his
wife find themself with only 100,000 Lebanese
Lira (LL) a month to support their seven
children. In 2020, the rate fluctuated between
2,000 LL per dollar to 9,000 LL per dollar; an
average of 5,500 LL per dollar. This means that
100,000 LL corresponded to an estimate of
18 dollars. The same amount corresponds in
2021 to an estimate of 5 dollars as the dollar’s
value escalated from an estimate of 10,000
LL to an estimate of 28,000 LL. Mohammad,
for his part, received 400,000 LL in May and
400,000 LL again in June, which is equivalent
to approximately $45 in total for a household
of five people. As their opportunities for
sustenance are also decreasing, most of
them take on more and more debts. “We don’t
have a fixed salary [...] We have debts for the
minimarket of around 2,000,000 LL now. We
had to get food to survive”, reveals Nizar.
148 OLJ, A Damascus conference...’.

In 2020, 90% of Syrian households were
indebted for an average of 1,840,000 LBP or
$1,115, an increase of $200 since 2017. 149
The main reason for incurring debt was buying
food at 93%, followed by rent and medicine at
48% and 34% respectively.150 Layal emotionally
told us that her daughter is sick because she
has no choice but to feed her with bread
instead of milk, the latter being too expensive
and almost impossible to find in Lebanon. A
report showed that in 2020, 28% of Syrian
girls aged between 15 and 19 were married.151
Subsequently, most of them discontinued
their education due to marriage.152 In terms
of schooling, another survey showed that 16%
of Syrian children aged 3 to 5, 67% of those
aged 6 to 14 and only 29% of those aged 15
to 17 have access to education in Lebanon.
Moreover, these figures are declining due to
school closures caused by the coronavirus. 153
Such behaviour is in breach of children’s rights
enshrined in the Convention on the Rights of
the Child.154

149 Lebanon Crisis Response Plan, 2020 updates (cited work), p. 20.
150 WFP, ‘Nine out of ten Syrian refugee families in Lebanon are

now living in extreme poverty, UN study says’ (World Food Program
- News release, 18 December 2020)
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3 March 2020.
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– News, 29 May 2019)
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accessed on 29 May 2019.
153 UNHCR and Inter-agency Coordination Lebanon, ‘Key Findings
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154 Convention on the Right of the Child adopted and opened for
signature, ratification and accession by General Assembly resolution
44/25 of 20 November 1989.
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“

90% of Syrian households in
Lebanon have none or only
one of the family members
generating income, whether
legal or illegal.

90% of Syrian households in Lebanon have
none or only one of the family members
generating income, whether legal or illegal. 155
Lebanese Labour Law stipulates that Syrian
refugees are barred from employment in
all sectors except agriculture, cleaning, and
construction.
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However, Lebanese authorities were not
strictly enforcing the law before 2018,
when authorities became increasingly more
aggressive in the application of this normative
framework.156 For example, in the course of
spring and summer 2018, Lebanese authorities
shuttered several Syrian-staffed health clinics
in Tripoli and GSO officials began inquiring with
international NGOs about their employees’
nationalities, working visas, residency status
and passports.157 In summer 2019, the Labour
Ministry has launched a campaign targeting
illegal workers in Lebanon, giving employers a
deadline for sorting out their workers’ papers;
authorities started cracking down on illegal
workers, thereby targeting Syrian refugees
who were competing with Lebanese in the
labour market. 158
As well as many refugees, Issam, Samir, and
Nizar asserted that they “work in anything” they
are asked for, in order to feed their families.
As for Mohammad, he explained to us how he
manages to earn a meager income by working

155 Mhaissen and Hodges, p. 11-12.
156 Idem, p. 11
157 Idem, p. 12.
158 TDS, ‘Labor Ministry starts crackdown

on foreign labor’ (The
Daily Star – News, 10 July 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Lebanon-News/2019/Jul10/487248-labor-ministry-starts-crackdown-on-foreign-labor.
ashx accessed on 11 July 2019

on the streets, “taking stuff, transporting
stuff, the usual work…”. Officially, refugees
who decide to work and get caught lose their
entitlement to receive assistance from UNHCR
and its humanitarian partner organizations.159
Such behavior by the authorities is thus
indirectly pushing refugees to consider
returning to Syria, through a policy manifested
in the aggressive calls for returns by both the
Lebanese society and government.160
Around two thirds of returnees interviewed by
RPW in 2020 reported the lack of livelihood
opportunities and worsening economic
situation in Lebanon as a primary reason for
their return to Syria, followed by reported
discrimination against Syrians by Lebanese
citizens and the security appartus.161

“I want to travel. In
Lebanon we don’t feel
like human beings, we
eat like animals, we are
begging in the streets. If
someone throws some
food on the street we
take it”

- Mohammad

159 CLDH, Refugees or Displaced? – A legal analysis of the status of

individuals fleeing from Syria into Lebanon and their rights under the
International Human Rights Law Regime, 2015.
160 TDS, ‘Deadline looms for illegal workers’ (The Daily Star – News,
9 July 2019)
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(The Daily Star – News, 20 June 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Lebanon-News/2019/Jun20/485721-syrian-refugees-face-new-pressure-to-go-home.a
shx accessed on 25 June 2019.
161 Idem, p. 20.

“I want to travel. In Lebanon we don’t feel like
human beings, we eat like animals, we are
begging in the streets. If someone throws
some food on the street we take it”, mourned
Mohammad. Furthermore, in the wake of the
Beirut port explosion that occurred on August
4, 2020, and the COVID-19 pandemic, a lot of
refugees, already among the most vulnerable
groups in society, started to consider returning
to their homeland. 162

Indeed, 80% of the returnees interviewed
by RPW answered that they had lost their
main source of income since the COVID-19
pandemic and all areas of Lebanon seemed
to be equally affected by job/income loss. 163
35.7% of respondents to an Upinion survey
across Lebanon (227 out of 635) said in
August 2020 that they had experienced a
psychological impact from the blast, followed
by loss of income (14.0%) due to job loss or
damage.164

162 Syrian Network for Human Rights, ‘The Syrian Regime…’, p. 7

163 RPW, ‘Trapped in between…’ (cited work), p. 7.
164 RPW, ‘Trapped in between…’ (cited work), p. 15.
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B. PUSH AND PULL
FACTORS IN SYRIA

For instance, in Rural Damascus, access to
electricity and water is limited to around 2-3
hours a day. 174

Potential returnees usually engage in the costbenefit analysis of the conditions between the
host country and the country of origin.165 Often,
one of the members of refugee households
will return temporarily to Syria to assess the
possibility for a more permanent return.166
Economic opportunities in Syria are scarce and
the infrastructure, be it medical,167 economic
or social are almost non-existent.168 Thus,
access to livelihoods, homes, basic services,
education, and healthcare is said to ‘have
disintegrated’.169 This setback, in turn, may
lead to harmful coping strategies for vulnerable
returnees. For instance, at first, families will
try decreasing food consumption, spending
savings, selling their scarce belongings, and
accumulating debt.170 Once these remedies
have been exhausted, they may resort to
child labor, early marriage,171 and engagement
with armed groups.172 The potential lack of
livelihood opportunities is one of the central
concerns and returnees also reported a ‘wide
range of challenges and community needs,
such as access to water, electricity, health
care, food assistance, vocational training and
improving roads’.173

Syria has been going through a devastating
economic crisis along with an unprecedented
inflation rate and a recession all over the
country.175 Even if the economic sanctions
against the regime - in particular the US
Caesar Act -176 are not the main cause of the
socioeconomic deterioration in Syria, as the
researcher Elizabeth Tsurkov said: “sanctions
aiming to achieve accountability and to protect
civilians may end up merely compounding
their misery”.177

165 Idem, p. 53
166 Idem, p. 52
167 TDS, ‘Getting care in makeshift Syria border clinics’ (The Daily
Star – News, 24 June 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2019/Jun24/485952-getting-care-in-makeshift-syria-border-clinics.ashx
accessed on 25 June 2019.

168 MHAISSEN and HODGES, p. 37
169 VIGNAL, ‘Perspectives on the Return

of Syrian Refugees’ (cited
work), p. 70.
170 TDS, ‘Made homeless by war, Syrians sell furniture to survive’
(The Daily Star – News, 26 June 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2019/Jun26/486119-made-homeless-by-war-syrians-sell-furniture-to-survive.
ashx accessed on 26 June 2019.
171 TDS, ‘Studying refugee child marriage in south’ (The Daily Star
– News, 29 May 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Lebanon-News/2019/May29/484206-studying-refugee-child-marriage-in-south.ashx
accessed on 29 May 2019.
172 United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs, ‘2018 Humanitarian Needs Overview: Syrian Arab Republic’
(21 November 2017), available at:
https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/sites/www.
humanitarianresponse.info/files/documents/files/2018_syr_hno_
english_3.pdf, p. 5.

Indeed, as the EU and the UN mentioned during
the Brussels IV Conference on the Future of
Syria and the Region, food prices have risen
by 133% in Syria and the overall poverty rate
reached 86% in 2019 and even up to 90% in
2020, while it is estimated that 71% of the
population was living in extreme poverty by
the end of 2019.178 According to the UN, 9.3
million Syrians are facing food insecurity.179

173 IMPACT Initiatives, ‘Picking up the Pieces. Realities of return and

reintegration in North-East Syria’ (November
2018), available at:
https://www.reachresourcecentre.info/system/files/resourcedocuments/impact_initiatives_picking_up_the_pieces_-_realities_of_
return_and_reintegration_in_north-east_syria_normal_1.pdf, p. 27;
MHAISSEN and HODGES, p. 38.
174 RPW, ‘Trapped in between…’ (cited work), p. 27
175 CSIS, “Syria’s Economic Collapse and Its Impact on the Most
Vulnerable”, published on February 18, 2021, available
on https://www.csis.org/analysis/syrias-economic-collapse-and-itsimpact-most-vulnerable, consulted in December 2021.
176 US Caesar Act, available at: https://www.govinfo.gov/content/
pkg/BILLS-116s52is/pdf/BILLS-116s52is.pdf.
177 Center for Global Policy (2020): “Syria’s Economic Meltdown”.
178 RPW, ‘Trapped in between…’ (cited work), p. 25.
179 ONU, ‘Syrie : la pauvreté s’aggrave en même temps que les
besoins note le Conseil sécurité’ (ONU Info – News, 29
July 2020) https://news.un.org/fr/story/2020/07/1074131 accessed
on 1 February 2021.

In addition to that, returnees might not be aware
of the availability of humanitarian assistance
in their areas of origin or assume that they
would not qualify for aid.180 For instance, a
mere 27.9% of respondents of a RPW survey
had received food, cash or hygiene assistance
between the 18th of March and June 2020; of
which 60% only once.181
It has been shown that the war economy is
further marginalizing the poor and enriching
regime “cronies”, while the Syrian government
is manipulating humanitarian aid to reassert
its control, reward loyalist communities and
punish communities it qualified as hostile to
its rule.182 Not many returnees reported having
access to income-generating opportunities
and the unemployment rate in the country was
around 50% in 2020.183 There is also a risk of

loss of skills incurred during the exile which
may constrain returns or redirect returnees
towards urban areas with more lucrative
opportunities.184 Due to ongoing military
conscription, most of returnees are children
and women, for whom return entails new
hardships and obstacles. 185
Indeed, women have fewer opportunities than
men specially to acquire new skills or amass
any savings whilst in exile and to re-adapting
to the society in Syrias, where the conflict
has exacerbated an already restrictive and
patriarchal environment.186
183 Idem.
184 The World Bank, The Mobility of Displaced Syrians: An Economic
and Social Analysis, p. 14.

185 Idem, p. 27.
186 The World Bank, The Mobility of Displaced Syrians: An Economic

180 IMPACT Initiatives, ‘Picking up the Pieces…’ (cited work), p. 5.
181 RPW, ‘Trapped in between…’ (cited work), p. 35.
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With limited to no enforcement of laws,
women remain unprotected against domestic
violence, rape – marital or not, forced marriage,
trafficking, and sexual enslavement.187 “I do n’t
expect help from anyone” affirmed Nour when
asked about any support upon a potential
return to Syria.She lost her husband in Syria
and is now living in a camp in Deir El Ahmar
with her five kids.
Despite these financial issues, many have to
spend large sums of money abroad and during
the return process, which leaves them unable
to start a business once back in Syria.188
For instance, Syrian authorities have recently
required all returnees to bring $100 in cash
to the border and exchange it for Syrian
currency at the official exchange rate, which
is considerably lower than the street rate. 189
Difficulties in accessing public health facilities
and unaffordable private healthcare services
in Syria may also be one of the obstacles for
return.190

Meanwhile, the financial coverage for
healthcare in Lebanon which is volatile and
below that of Syria can for its part be a pull
factor.191 Nizar, for example, explained to us
that in 2017, he had no choice but to return to
Syria to bring his mother to a hospital, as the
brain surgery she needed was unaffordable in
Lebanon.
Regarding access to education, these figures
have worsened in the COVID-19 pandemic
and the RPW survey showed that 73% of
respondents with school-aged children in their
household were not able to allow their kids
to attend online classes when schools were
closed due to the pandemic in the period 18
March-June 2020.192 Also, in the 2020-2021
school year, 190,000 Syrian children enrolled
in public schools in Lebanon; and 25,000 did
not enroll or enter grade 1 when they should
have. 193
191 The World Bank, The Mobility of Displaced Syrians: An Economic
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and Social Analysis, p. 63.
187 Idem, p. 20.
188 IMPACT Initiatives, ‘Picking up the Pieces…’ (cited work), p. 6.
189 OLJ, A Damascus conference…’.182 RPW, ‘Trapped in between…’
(cited work), p. 26
190 The World Bank, The Mobility of Displaced Syrians: An Economic
and Social Analysis, p. 141.

and Social Analysis, p. 144; YAHYA M. et al.,
‘Unheard Voices. What Syrian Refugees Need to Return Home’ in
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace (16
April 2018), available at: https://carnegieendowment.org/files/Yahya_
UnheardVoices_INT_final.pdf, p. 1-2.
192 RPW, ‘Trapped in between…’ (cited work), p.35.186 The World
Bank, The Mobility of Displaced Syrians: An Economic and Social
Analysis, p. 63.
193 Human Rights Watch, “Lebanon: Action Needed on Syrian
Refugee Education Crisis”, published on March 26, 2021,
available on https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/03/26/lebanon-actionneeded-syrian-refugee-education-crisis, consulted in December 2021.

7 SOCIAL TENSIONS AND
DIVISIONS
Out of the multiple challenges faced by Syrian
refugees, the social ones are worth studying.
Based on the research studies conducted,
several push and pull elements were
highlighted in Lebanon (A) and in Syria (B)
causing social tensions and divisions among
this vulnerable group.

A. PUSH AND PULL
FACTORS IN LEBANON
In Lebanon, conditions of Syrian refugees
worsened exponentially in 2015 due to
policies complicating access to residency
permits. Additionally, tensions with the host
community and local authorities, recurrent
arrests, violent raids on refugee settlements,
and threats of deportation and forced return
make the situation of Syrians in Lebanon
tough.194 For instance, more than a hundred
refugee households had been forced to leave
the Deir El Ahmar informal camp after an
altercation with the local community and the
burning of several tents.195 In 2019, Lebanese
protesters threw rocks on Syrians in Arsal
in protest against the economic conditions
196
, and a 14-year-old Syrian girl was raped,
and extorted by six Lebanese and two Syrian
men.197 On 23 November 2020, tensions arose
in Bcharré after a local was killed by a refugee.

This incident led to the burning down of some
refugees’ homes in the town. The mayor
eventually called for the eviction of all illegal
Syrian nationals. Some residents of the city
even called for the evacuation of all refugees,
documented and undocumented. 198
Another incident occurred in December
2020, when Lebanese youths set fire to an
informal camp near Bhannine, North Lebanon,
following an altercation between a local and
Syrian workers.199 “I feel discriminated against
when people look at me and think: she is
Syrian” (Nawal). “Because of my religion and
nationality, some Lebanese got into a fight
with us. They came and started beating
us. They were armed. We heard insults and
harassment. They say we are a shame”
(Mohammad). Tensions are also reflected in
discriminatory acts by certain government
officials who promote hate speech against the
Syrian populace in Lebanon and set up racist
political agenda.200 In concrete terms, 69,9% of
473 Syrians surveyed by RPW in 2020 reported
fearing how Lebanese authorities will address
and treat them, including the implementation
of curfews, threat of deportation and
misconduct at checkpoints. As a result, 56.7%
reported that these concerns were impacting
their decision to return.201
197 TDS, ‘ISF arrests eight men for gang rape of Syrian girl, aged

194 KEITH A. and SHAWAF N., ‘When is return voluntary? Conditions

of asylum in Lebanon’ in Forced Migration Review,
vol. 57 (2018), p. 62.
195 Amnesty International, ‘Liban: une vague d’hostilité contredit
l’idée que les réfugié·e·s syriens rentrent de leur pleingré’(Amnesty
International, 12 June 2019)
https://www.amnesty.be/infos/actualites/article/liban-une-vagued-hostilite-contredit-l-idee-que-les-refugie-e-s-syriens accessed on 5
February 2021
196 TDS, ‘Protesters in Arsal attack Syrians, throw small rocks at
shops, cars’ (The Daily Star – News, 22 January 2019)
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Lebanon-News/2019/Jan22/474680-protesters-in-arsal-attack-syrians-throw-pebblesatshops-cars.ashx accessed on 22 May 2019; MHAI SSEN and HODGES,
p. 16.

14’ (The Daily Star – News, 9 July 2019) http://www.dailystar.com.
lb/News/Lebanon-News/2019/Jul-09/487122-isf-arrests-eight-menfor-gang-rape-of-syrian-girl
-aged-14.ashx accessed on 9 July 2019
198 Libanews, ‘Le maire de Bcharré demande l’expulsion de tous les
syriens illégaux’ (Libanews – 24 November 2020) https://libnanews.
com/le-maire-de-bcharre-demande-lexpulsion-de-tous-les-syriensillegaux/ accessed on 27 January 2021.
199 OLJ, ‘Cet incendie est à l’image de notre vie’ (L’Orient-leJour – News, 28 December 2020) https://www.lorientlejour.com/
article/1246275/-cet-incendie-est-a-limage-de-notre-vie-.html
accessed on 27 January 2021.
200 TDS, ‘Few hundred gather in silent protest opposing hate
speech’ (The Daily Star – News, 12 June 2019) http://www.dailystar.
com.lb/News/Lebanon-News/2019/Jun-12/485096-few-hundredgather-in-silent-protest-opposing-hate-speech.ashx accessed on 12
June 2019.
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B. PUSH AND PULL
FACTORS IN SYRIA
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In Syria, a social and political reality emerged
a few years ago, consisting of al-Assad’s
government to not include those Syrians who
are outside the country in the future projects,
as shown by the reconstruction plan which
encompasses only 17 million Syrians, and the
military strategy of driving out large sections
of the population. The government did not
address any genuine political solution on the
return of Syrian refugees that would reflect the
international guarantees for refugees and the
provision of safe and voluntary repatriation.202
Moreover, in March than in June 2020, the
Syrian government decided to close the land
crossings between its territory and Lebanon,
thus preventing the returns or forcing them
to re-enter in an irregular way posing a threat
to their security. In addition to that, the fees
returnees have to pay for their passport and
the $100 each returnee over the age of 18 has
to exchange into Syrian pounds at a rate set by
the regime in order to cross the border since
August 2020, are raising legitimate doubt that
the Syrian regime really wants the refugees to
return. 204
Amnesty International reported many cases
of violence against returnees, such as rape,
torture and/or ill-treatment and arbitrary
arrest, and identified them as a direct
consequence of the perceptions deriving from
their displacement.205 Indeed, the war is said
to have divided “Syrian society across lines
of political ideology, religious and sectarian
identity, geography, and social class”.206 The

201 TDS, ‘Few hundred gather in silent protest opposing hate speech’

(The Daily Star – News, 12 June 2019) http://www.dailystar.com.lb/
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202 VIGNAL, ‘Perspectives on the Return of Syrian Refugees’, p. 71.
203 Syrian Network for Human Rights, ‘The Syrian Regime Prevents…’
(cited work), p. 3.
204 Idem, p. 8.
205 Amnesty International, ‘“You’re going to your death” - Violations
against Syrian refugees returning to Syria’,
(Amnesty International, 7 September 2021), p. 6.
206 MHAISSEN and HODGES, p. 39

refugees may face resentment from those who
remained in the country of origin. Mohammad
told us that he fears to be arrested because he
left Syria and Nawal is 100% sure she will feel
unwelcome upon return. Layal also asserted
that she will not be welcome back: “They saw
that we left. They will blame us for leaving our
country”. The deep divisions in Syria’s social
fabric contribute to increasing tensions, both
in terms of individual retaliation and structural
violence such as occupation of refugees’
dwellings.207
The social breakdown might be embodied in
job discrimination, obstacles to the restitution
of property, add to social marginalization and
the creation of ‘local powerbrokers’,208 which
in turn lead to the latter reluctance to return
to their places of origin. Networks, including
families, relatives, and friends have thus
an important role in motivating returns and
facilitating the reintegration.209
However, numerous refugees surveyed in
Lebanon maintain that a first step towards
rebuilding Syria’s social fabric and overcoming
social divisions is the sense of real security
and safety for all Syrians.210 In practice, the
authorities’ definition and understanding of
security issues is extremely broad. The Syrian
Ba’ath Party has relied for decades on a system
in which citizens report each other to security
agencies.211 This practice continues today and
includes Syrians living in Lebanon who seek 211
personal gain or wish to settle scores and as
a result about 15% of all citizens (in Syria) are
reported to have security problems.212
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CONCLUSION
“Anywhere in the world, I would go anywhere
in the world just to see my children safe!” said
Mohammad. Factors that motivate or prevent
refugees’ return are numerous both in Lebanon
and Syria. In Lebanon, refugees are subjected
to a ‘domino effect’ of push factors. Indeed,
most of them do not have any residency
permit, which is a criminal offense in Lebanon
and puts them at risk of arrest and detention.
As the country is riddled with checkpoints,
many refugees thereby impose movement
restrictions on themselves to reduce the
risk of arrest. This significantly limits their
access to basic services and assistance –
including health care and education, as well
as employment opportunities. For those who
can find work, the lack of legal status makes
them vulnerable to abuses and financial
exploitation, because they are not protected
by the Lebanese Labor Law guarantees and
cannot complain fearing to be reported to the
authorities. Accordingly, the reduced income
makes it extremely difficult to meet basic
needs and pushes families into debt.213 It can
be concluded from these elements that the
overall policies and practices of the Lebanese
authorities impose severe constraints on
Syrian nationals that do not allow them to
make a free and informed decision regarding
return.214 Indeed, the dire living conditions lead
to a questioning of the “voluntary” nature of the
returns and subsequently their compatibility
with several national and international legal
instruments mentioned above.
Even though the situation in Syria has been more
stable, many valid fears of returning remain.
Indeed, cases of enforced disappearance and
arbitrary detention continued to be reported
and reintegration in Syrian society might be
difficult upon return. Moreover, a lot of refugees
and IDPs lost their houses as many cities
have been destroyed in the war. Regarding
the economic situation, very few business or
213 KEITH and ShAWAF (cited work), p. 62-63
214 EuroMed, ‘Return Mania. Mapping policies and practices in the
EuroMed region’ (2021), p. 17.

education opportunities are left to returnees
and access to humanitarian aid is very limited
in regime-held areas. Moreover, by imposing
arbitrary obstacles to return, the Syrian regime
violates numerous citizens’ rights such as “the
right to leave any country, including his own,
and to return to his country” contained in Art.
13 UDHR and Art. 38 of its own Constitution,
as well as the need to build conditions for the
safe and voluntary return of refugees and IDPs
enshrined in Art. 14 of the Security Council
Resolution N 2254. As a result, the lack of
sustainable material, physical and legal safety
in Syria has exacerbated the phenomenon of
“re-displacement” and onward displacement
with movements to Cyprus, Belarus, and
attempts to reach Italy. Returnees decided to
return to Lebanon, where they however do not
have access to legal residency. Thus, pushing
people into premature return would only
reduce refugees’ chances for a sustainable
return and create new waves of “re-displaced”
people.215
To conclude, the vast majority of Syrian
refugees in Lebanon are stuck in limbo
as they do not have access to any of the
durable solutions promoted by UNHCR, be
it safe, voluntary and dignified return, local
integration in the host country or resettlement
to a third country, while conditions around
them deteriorate. Moreover, contrary to what
some Lebanese politicians claim, it has been
acknowledged that the returns to Syria require
a political solution to the Syrian crisis, as
called for by the Constitutional and the United
Nations Security Council in its resolution N
2254. Based on the previous considerations,
no part of Syria might be safe for returnees
to go back to, and people who have left Syria
since the beginning of the conflict are at real
risk of suffering persecution upon return.
Therefore, any return to Syria at this time
would be violating the international obligation
of non-refoulement (Art. 33 CG and Art. 3
CAT).
215 RPW, ‘Trapped in between…’ (cited work), p. 30.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
It is crucial to emphasize Lebanon’s obligations
under the international covenants that it signed
and/or endorsed, and that the international
community assume greater responsibility for
Syrian refugees than it currently does. For the
situation to comply with the customary nonrefoulement principle and Art. 3 CAT, three main
key points should be emphasized:

A. IMPROVING CONDITIONS
OF DISPLACEMENT IN HOST
COUNTRIES
The Lebanese State should ratify the Geneva
Convention and note that Syrians are refugees
and not displaced.
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The Lebanese State and the host community
should both accept the fact that Syrian refugees
are not going to be able to leave any time soon,
and assume its responsibility toward them.
In this regard, Lebanese authorities should
respect the right to international protection of

refugees from Syria and facilitate access to
a residence permit and livelihoods for Syrian
refugees.
Lebanese authorities should allow UNHCR to
resume registration of refugees and review
local provisions for residence and work permits
in accordance with national laws and Lebanon’s
international obligations, including existing
bilateral agreements with Syria.
The regulations issued by GSO in 2015 and
their subsequent amendments regarding the
conditions of entry and stay of nationals in
Lebanon must be suspended.
NGOs and civil society actors and other
stakeholders should maintain and strengthen
the advocacy for access to legal residency and
livelihoods and conduct awareness raising and
training projects including for objective and
human press coverage of the Syrian refugees’
case in the Lebanese media outlets and for
a local integration as durable alternatives to
return. Donors, UN agencies, and civil society

organizations should shore up provision and
maintain the funding for programming in
education, psycho-social support, and relief, in
line with the priorities of refugees themselves,
with a specific focus on women, youth, and
families with unregistered children.
Annul Decision No. 50 of the Superior Council
of Defense of April 15, 2019, and Decision N
48380 of the General Directorate of General
Security dated May 12, 2019 ordering the
deportation of Syrian nationals who entered
Lebanon by crossing the border illegally after
April 24, 2019 without the application of the
necessary legal and procedural guarantees
necessary to prevent refoulement.

B. RESPONSIBLE
RETURNING PROCESS
Lebanon should stop forcibly return refugees,
especially to areas controlled by the Syrian
regime, who is ruling with a brutal and criminal
mentality leading to various violations,
such as arbitrary arrests, torture, enforced
disappearance, arbitrary recruitment in its
ranks and looting money and property.
Any Syrian who receives an expulsion order or is
threatened with deportation should be allowed
to appeal to an independent administrative
or judicial body, based on local regulation or
at least to have access to legal assistance, in
accordance with Art. 47 of the Lebanese Code
of Criminal Procedure, as well as UDHR and
CAT provisions.
Lebanon should guarantee full clarity and
transparency on the terms of the “return plan”
developed by the Ministry of Social Affairs and
ensure that the plan is based on Lebanon’s
international obligations, especially on not
violating human rights.
Return planning, implementation, and
monitoring must be participatory and centered
on refugees. Civil society, host governments,
UN institutions and local governance structures
should coordinate their actions. However, civil

society must play a central role in the return
process by informing refugees, monitoring,
and participating substantively in policy
discussions.
UNHCR, the civil society and the international
organizations should coordinate and monitor
return movements to document and advocate
around violations and ensure that the fate of
returnees during and after their return is known.
The GSO should provide the UNHCR with the
names and contact information of the persons
concerned by its organized returns to ensure
the voluntariness of the process.
Stakeholders in Lebanon should work to improve
information access for Syrian refugees, aiming
to make the return as voluntary as possible and
for them to have realistic expectations about
services, conditions, and risks in their intended
areas of return.
In order to re-establish strong local economies
in the long term in Syria, NGOs and international
organizations should build and reinforce Syrian
cross-border social and professional networks,
through social cohesion, professional
training and the building of Syrians’ legal and
professional capacities.

C. THE INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNITY’S SHARED
RESPONSIBILITY
OECD countries should provide more
resettlement opportunities and complementary
perspectives to better share responsibilities.
Given the decrease in departures associated
with COVID-19 and recent designation of the
Biden Administration, resettlement quotas are
expected to increase in 2021 and 2022.
EU members should not change their national
policies to deprive certain categories of
refugees from Syria of their protection or
reverse this trend and must stop concluding
readmission agreements increasing the risk of
refoulement en chaîne of refugees.
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ANNEX

INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
1.
2.

What is your place of origin?
Do you have a family with you in Lebanon or elsewhere?
LIFE IN LEBANON
3. When did you arrive in Lebanon?
4. How did you enter Lebanon? Where?
5. Where do you live in Lebanon? Camp/house?
6. Do you have a residency permit?
7. Do you have a source of income? If yes, which?
8. Do you receive any aid from UNHCR or other Organization?
9. Does your family have access to schooling?
RETURN TO SYRIA
10. Do you feel pressure to leave Lebanon?
43

11. If so, what is (are) the source(s) of this pressure?
Financial pressure
Family pressure
Health issue
Security
Housing condition
Other
12. Do you have access to information regarding the situation in Syria / in
your hometown?
13. What is (are) the source(s) of this information?
From people who already went back to Syria
Family members
The UNHCR
Other NGO
Media, social media
Other
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14. Do you think you will go back to Syria?
15. If so, when? One year? 5 year? 10 years?
16. If so, what are the challenges you will face in Syria? / If not, what do you
think is preventing you from returning to Syria now?
Security and safety
Legal protection
Housing and property rights
Economic opportunities
Services and livelihood
Military service
Social tension within the local community
Other
17. If no: where do you see yourself in the future?
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18. Who would you contact for help to return?
NGO
GSO
Smugglers/informal
Family member(s)
Any Syrian authority
Other

